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Abstract: Independence declaration is one of the most important documents in the history of the United State. But over the history of the United 
States of America, not all the people living on the American land have been given the unalienable right of the Declaration of their Independence. 
Almost every group of people who have come to the United States has faced some struggles in obtaining their unalienable right, some more than 

others. One group in particular, the African Americans, has faced incredible difficulty in their struggle for their right. They were supposedly 
freed in 1865 on the basic provision of the thirteenth amendment, but in practice, their condition has just changed from lawful slavery to cruel 
domination. The flames of withering in justice then proved to be fake. The prevailing white supremacist ideology has manifested itself in the 
America’s internal policy to the Black (and non-white) people that are also part of the nation of the USA. It has been a legacy of blatant racism, 
discrimination, oppression and violent suppression of any group, organization or idea that is not congruent with the dominant white culture. Yet, 
the newly freed Blacks did not just sit and wait for the providence; under the leadership of some of their fellows, they rose  to create conditions 
for solidarity that would help not only face the white’s hard policy, but also to impose themselves as part and parcel of the  American society. 
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Introduction 

Contextualizing the study 

Independence declaration is one of the most important 

documents in the history of the United State. But over the 

history of the United States of America, not all the people 

living on the American land have been given the unalienable 

right of the Declaration of their Independence. Almost every 

group of people who have come to the United States has faced 
some struggles in obtaining their unalienable right, some 

more than others. One group in particular, the African 

Americans, has faced incredible difficulty in their struggle for 

their right. They were supposedly freed in 1865 on the basic 

provision of the thirteenth amendment, but in practice, their 

condition has just changed from lawful slavery to cruel 

domination. The flames of withering in justice then proved to 

be fake. The prevailing white supremacist ideology has 

manifested itself in the America’s internal policy to the Black 

(and non-white) people that are also part of the nation of the 

USA. It has been a legacy of blatant racism, discrimination, 

oppression and violent suppression of any group, organization 
or idea that is not congruent with the dominant white culture. 

Yet, the newly freed Blacks did not just sit and wait for the 

providence; under the leadership of some of their fellows, 

they rose to create conditions for solidarity that would help 

not only face the white’s hard policy, but also to impose 

themselves as part and parcel of the American society. 

 

Method and objectives and literary theory 

The present study has explored knowledge areas and its 

objective is threefold. First, it aims to examine the 

characteristics of the freed blacks. Next, it seeks to determine 
the progress in the black American status and finally, to 

investigate the various contemporary dimensions of the issues 

from the standpoint of political maturity. 

investigating on the Black American’s identity, the new 

paradigm theory has been found appropriate; it is one that 

involves scholars who seek to substantially transform the 

society that perpetuates black inequality. forces of 

unemployment, imprisonment and starvation. The postmodern 

appeal of Black identity crisis in America has profoundly 

affected so many contemporary American migrants and other 

researchers that the issue needs revisiting. Indeed among 

other groups like the Chinese Americans, Japanese 
Americans, Korean Americans Italian Americans or French 

Americans, for example, there is no such an attitude.  

 

Literature review  

Black people as the minority brunt of oppressive policies that 

have sought to suppress. The American Supreme Court, given 

the opportunity to address the evils of Jim Crow, failed to do 

so. Plessy v Ferguson, established “separate but equal” as the 

legal precedent, thus ensuring years of the de Jure 

segregation. Segregation, de Jure and de Facto, followed 

them, and Negro and colored schools and neighborhoods 

created a system of continuing discrimination in opportunity.  
The Negro's life many years When the young black American 

Web Dubois looked out onto America in 1903, he remarkably 

proclaimed that “the problem of the twentieth century is the 

problem of color line” [2]. To a great extent he was right. Over 

the last hundred years that color line has shifted but did not 

disappear. This identity is an approach from the belief that it 

is not an individualistic occurrence, but more than likely a 

construct of the historical conscious and unconscious political 

other oppression of this group by Anglo American focus 

structures of governance and determinants of social and 

political power. The general black attitude has been one of the 
essential ambivalence, double consciousness, double identity 

for many centuries, since they are natured by Africa and 

America. [3]. Du Bois then aimed to show the spiritual depth 

and complexity of life behind “the veil”. According to him, 
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there is no resolution; Blacks were destined to live 

permanently with this tension of double consciousness. 

Therefore if the destruction of culture and the de-

Africanisation of Blacks by white establishment have led to 

social and cultural problem to Black community, how could 

African Americans overcome the new racism, 
underdevelopment and cultural crises then? 

Henry Louis Gates’s said that “the belief that we are all united 

because we are Black. [4]. Gates’s attempt to show that racial 

uplift for the new millennium, to “find best and brightest 

black minds and create a leadership that will then advance the 

interest of the black race” [5]  

Indeed, education is the most significant fruit of which was a 

generation trained. So Adam Fairclough conclude which was 

compatible with the conclusions reached by James D. 

Anderson in his study, that schools served as “passageways to 

better times” [6]. 

Whether those thinkers who believe in the existence of 
institutional racism are right or not, it is obvious that the 

Black’s self that has been created by historical realities is This 

phenomenon has changed the realities and life chances of 

most Black Americans during the post-modern era. 

Though Blacks have continued to fight and develop their 

national interests inside America, they maintained their 

economic, political, cultural linguistic and social relationship 

with Africa. Black Nationalism is, Conrad W. Worill said a 

tradition that emerged in the early 19th century among the 

black leaders. They understood the need for African people in 

America to develop a national entity as the only solution for 
Blacks people in America, Latin America or the Caribbean. 

Black Nationalist was continued in the 20th century with, 

Martin Luther King Jr, Malcoln X, Marcus Mosiah Garvey, 

and Elijah Muhammad…, and the core of this Black 

Nationalist tradition has been to defeat and overthrow the 

system of white supremacy and to achieve self-determination 

for the oppressed Black masses. In this regard, Black 

Nationalist tradition has rejected the strategy and tactics of 

white people and their white supremacy system. 

The twentieth century has been an age of both tremendous 

disappointment and significant protest for African Americans. 

Black activists, as individuals, or through various 
organizations, along with black intellectuals, have waged a 

war of dissent through both words and actions. Though by no 

means a modern coinage, ‘African Americans’, instead of 

‘Negro’ or ‘colored-skinned people’ achieved sudden 

prominence at the end of the 1970s when several Black 

leaders championed it as an alternative ethnonym for 

Americans of African descent; there has been substantial 

improvement in the lives of Black Americans, at the end of 

the twentieth century and full equality had yet to be achieved. 

Though many resolutions were taken to improve Blacks 

status, since the abolition of slavery to the present, Blacks 
have been still in quest of their identity. 

This most recent flurry of Black protest activity is partially 

fueled by continuing reassessments of “what it means to be an 

American?” than a century.  

 

Discussion 

This search of their identity has generate many revolts, 

especially during the first World War I (1915) when they 

were recognized full American citizens to fight against the 

aggressors. For World War I and World War II to be gained, 

Blacks were more considered and this change of their mind 
opened the way for Civil Right era of the 1960’S. This 

dualism made their assimilation difficult and raised the 

problem of color line and racism from the white Americans. 

And for those reasons, many laws, customs, acts, systems, 

have been adopted and shifted with time being. 
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